
The 60-120 Day Job Prep Plan

My goal is to: UX Designer

Environment: Being able to help others fuels me. I also love learning more and love
learning new things. I do not like doing the exact same thing over and over again.

Learning: I crave mentorship but also love passing that along. I love being able to
mentor others as well to pass on mymentor's knowledge. I like having teammates
to collaborate with.

Industries: Software Companies, Theme Parks, Entertainment

Impact: It is important to me that what I am working on impacts somebody
positively. It does not need to have a world impact but needs to create a better user
experience for the ideal user.

Culture: A company that has a culture that promotes innovation and collaboration.

Outcome or Goal In the next 60 days, I
will...

In the next 120 days, I
will...

Build My UX Portfolio ❏ Finish adding my
case study pages.

❏ Add two more case
studies to my
portfolio.

Complete 3 UX Case
Studies

❏ Iterate on and
finalize my case
studies from class
and add them to
my portfolio.

❏ Complete two new
case studies (one
redesign and one
mobile app passion
project) and add
them to my
portfolio.

Build a UX Network ❏ I will connect with
60 people on
LinkedIn and go to
a technology
convention.

❏ I will connect with
120-200 people on
LinkedIn and go to
6 online technology
“ted talks.”
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The 60-120 Day Job Prep Plan
Build a Freelance
Business in UX

❏ I am not planning
on building a
freelance business.

❏ I am not planning
on building a
freelance business.

Get a New Job in UX ❏ Finish my portfolio
and start applying
to a few UX Jobs.
While applying I
will do interview
prep.

❏ Continue applying
to jobs (if I have not
gotten one) and will
complete one more
redesign case study
and one passion
project case study.

Prepare for Design
Interviews

❏ I will do weekly
interview prep with
career services and
with a tutor.

❏ I will do weekly
interview prep with
career services
while also finding
youtube videos to
prep for interviews,
whiteboard and
more.
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